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Abstract

Saghiri MA, Asgar K, Boukani KK, Lotfi M, Aghili H,

Delvarani A, Karamifar K, Saghiri AM, Mehrvarzfar P,

Garcia-Godoy F. A new approach for locating the minor apical

foramen using an artificial neural network. International End-

odontic Journal, 45, 257–265, 2012.

Aim To develop a new approach for locating the

minor apical foramen (AF) using feature-extracting

procedures from radiographs and then processing data

using an artificial neural network (ANN) as a decision-

making system.

Methodology Fifty straight single-rooted teeth were

selected and placed in a socket within the alveolar bone

of a dried skull. Access cavities were prepared and a file

was place in the canals to determine the working

length. A radiograph was taken to evaluate the

location of the file in relation to the minor foramen

and further checked after retrieving the tooth from the

alveolar socket. The location of the file tip was

categorized into: beyond the AF (long), within the root

canal (short) and just at the minor AF (exact). Each

radiograph was used to extract relevant features using

K-means, Otsu method and Wavelet protocol. Thirty-

six extracted features were used for training and the

rest were used for evaluating the multi-layer Percep-

tron ANN model.

Results Analysis of the images from radiographs

(test samples) by ANN showed that in 93% of the

samples, the location of the AF had been determined

correctly by false rejection and acceptation error

methods.

Conclusion Artificial neural networks can act as a

second opinion to locate the AF on radiographs to

enhance the accuracy of working length determination

by radiography. In addition, ANN can function as a

decision-making system in various similar clinical

situations.

Keywords: apical foramen, artificial neural network,

root canal treatment, working length.
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Introduction

Working length (WL) is the distance from a coronal

reference point to the point at which canal prepara-

tion and filling should terminate. Correct WL deter-

mination and confining root filling materials only to

the canal and not invading the periapical tissues

results in better root canal treatment outcomes and

reduces the odds of insufficient cleaning of the full

extent of the canal (Hedrick et al. 1994, Schaeffer

et al. 2005). Instrumentation beyond the apical fora-

men (AF) should be avoided because it decreases the

success rate (Sjogren et al. 1990, Smith et al. 1993).

In the short term, accurate WL determination may

prevent flare-ups (Georgopoulou et al. 1986), and in

the long term it allows for successful treatment

outcome by preventing periapical foreign body

reactions (Nair et al. 1990), sealing of root canal
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apices (Wu et al. 2000a) and microbial control

(Chugal et al. 2003).

The apical constriction (AC) forms the minor fora-

men (or minor diameter) and the most apical opening

of the root canal is designated as the AF or major

foramen or greater diameter. The distance between AC

and AF varies from 0.5 to 0.7 mm (Ricucci & Lange-

land 1998, Wu et al. 2000b). Biomechanical prepara-

tion should end at the AC (Ricucci & Langeland 1998),

where the contact between the root canal filling

material and the apical tissue is minimal. The best

prognosis for the root canal treatment is ensured when

instrumentation terminates at the AC (Ricucci &

Langeland 1998, Wu et al. 2000b, Baugh & Wallace

2005). Instrumentation beyond the AC (Swartz et al.

1983) or short of it (Seltzer et al. 1973) should be

avoided because it reduces the success rate.

The radiographic apex is defined as the anatomical

end of the root as seen on radiographs (Seltzer et al.

1973), whilst the AF is the region where the canal

leaves the root surface and the AC often coincides with

the cemento–dentinal junction. The AF deviates from

the anatomic or radiographic apex in 60–94% of the

cases (Kuttler 1955, Burch & Hulen 1972). It is present

0.5–2.0 mm apical to the anatomic apex on the buccal,

lingual or proximal surfaces. Studies show the distance

between the AC and the anatomic apex on average

1 mm (Kuttler 1955, Dummer et al. 1984, McDonald &

Hovland 1990).

In clinical practice the AC cannot be detected

radiographically. Moreover, a single distinct constric-

tion that can be determined in a tactile approach is

only present in 40–50% of cases (Dummer et al.

1984). Although Olson et al. (1991) have reported

that the location of the AF could be accurately

determined radiographically, the distance from the AC

cannot be measured. Despite the limited information

provided by an intraoral radiograph, radiography

remains an accepted and commonly used method for

WL determination (Powell-Cullingford & Pitt Ford

1993).

Electronic apex locators (EAL) are useful adjuncts in

locating the terminus of the canal during root canal

treatment. However, they cannot replace radiographic

techniques. The ability of EAL to accurately locate the

apex is 55–93% (Seidberg et al. 1975, Busch et al.

1976, Trope et al. 1985, Fouad et al. 1990, McDonald

& Hovland 1990). Studies also indicate that false

readings are often obtained from EAL, indicating the

need for radiographic films (Seidberg et al. 1975, Busch

et al. 1976).

Digital radiography has the advantages of lower

radiation exposure to the patient, instant imaging

without developing solutions or lengthy processing,

ability to manipulate the digitized image for better

observation (Hedrick et al. 1994, Almenar Garcı́a et al.

1997, Burger et al. 1999), ease of radiographic data

storage and, particularly in endodontics, instant display

of the image (Heo et al. 2008). Real-time generation of

high-resolution digital images, manipulation or pro-

cessing of the captured image for enhanced diagnostic

performance and digital documentation of patient

records are some of the other advantages of digital

radiography techniques (Naoum et al. 2003). The

quality of the image is probably of utmost significance

in endodontics because it facilitates accurate interpre-

tation of root and canal morphology; in addition, it is

important in the determination of radiographic canal

length and the post-operative and long-term evaluation

of the treatment outcome (Versteeg et al. 1997).

An artificial neural network (ANN) is a mathemat-

ical model inspired by the structure and/or functional

aspects of biological neural networks in the brain. ANN

is a decision-making system and helps the diagnostic

procedure used for prediction of different elements from

radiographs. ANNs are computer models with a mas-

sive parallel structure, which imitate the human brain

(Lippmann 1987, McCulloch & Pitts 1990). They

consist of nonlinear computing elements, which repre-

sent neurons organized in several highly intercon-

nected layers inspired by biologic neural networks. The

basic idea is that even though artificial neurons have

no intelligence individually, when interconnected, they

might be able to duplicate aspects of the human brain

combined with the computational power of computers.

ANNs have proved extremely helpful in solving prob-

lems with high computational complexity, especially in

the field of pattern recognition. Therefore, ANNs have

been established as a promising alternative to statistical

discriminate analysis because they can synthesize a

considerable amount of information (or variables)

without requiring statistical modelling of the problem.

As medical diagnosis is a typical pattern recognition

problem, previous applications have inspired the use of

ANNs in the medical field such as diagnosis of breast

cancer and coronary artery disease (Asada et al. 1990,

Boone et al. 1990, Wu et al. 1992a,b, Tourassi & Floyd

1993, Wu et al. 1993).

Artificial neural network is capable of ‘learning’

important relationships from a set of data and

applying this knowledge to evaluate new cases.

Instead of applying multiple rules or a fixed algorithm
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for differential diagnosis, ANN is particularly adept at

classification problems, such as separating benign

from malignant breast lesions because ANN is rela-

tively insensitive to minor variations and noise within

data (Boone et al. 1990, Wu et al. 1993). The

structure of an ANN is a set of processing units

(nodes) arranged in rows. Input nodes are intercon-

nected by simple calculations with an internal layer of

hidden nodes and a single output node. Rather than

having a fixed algorithmic approach to a classification

problem, an ANN is sequentially presented with a set

of supervised training case-input data paired with the

correct output. The ANN modifies its behaviour

(‘trains’) by adjusting the strength or ‘weights’ of

the connections until its own output converges to the

known correct output. The information ‘learned’ by

the ANN is stored in the weights of the network and is

sent to connections between the nodes. Once trained,

the network can evaluate a new case of input values

by applying the weights learned from the data set

with which it was trained. New cases do not have to

be identical to the ‘learned’ cases; the network can

generalize from the previous cases to evaluate cases

not previously seen.

This study presents a new approach for locating the

AF by using ANN to enhance the accuracy of working

length determination with radiographs.

Materials and methods

Fifty single-rooted mandibular incisors and second

premolars with curvatures <30� in the apical region,

extracted for orthodontic or periodontal reasons, were

collected and stored in 0.12% thymol solution. The

teeth were placed in the empty tooth sockets of a dried

skull in such a way that they fitted in the sockets as

well as possible. Access cavities were prepared and

working lengths were determined by placing a K-file

(Dentsply Maillefer, Ballaigues, Switzerland) in the root

canal and exposing a radiograph referred to as the

‘in situ’ radiograph by using a Rinn XCP (Dentsply

Rinn, Elgin, IL, USA) and a photostimulable phospho-

rus system (Digora, Soredex, Tuusula, Finland). Then,

the teeth were removed from the sockets. With the file

stabilized in the access cavities using sticky wax,

another radiograph was exposed, which was referred

to as ‘subtracted’ radiograph for the learning procedure

of the ANN system. Two endodontists evaluated the

position of the files according to the position of the AF

on the radiographs and then visualized the root apices

under a stereomicroscope (Nikon Corporation, Tokyo,

Japan) equipped with a CCD camera at ·20 and

classified them into the following groups:

1. File tip was not visible under the stereomicroscope

(‘short’).

2. The file tip was visible under the stereomicroscope

but it was not visible more than 0.3 mm beyond

the minor foramen (‘exact’).

3. The file was visible under the stereomicroscope and

was beyond the minor foremen more than 0.3 mm

(‘long’).

If they had different opinions about the position of

the file, another endodontist evaluated the radiographs.

At least two similar opinions were considered as the

final decision. The features long, short or exact were

used only for training the ANN System.

All the ‘in situ’ radiographs were matched by Picture

Manager (Microsoft, Redmond, WA, USA) to

800 · 600 pixels. The images of the teeth on the

radiographs were subtracted from the radiographs with

the ‘Otsu Method’. In this method, MATLAB (Math-

works Inc., Natick, MA, USA) software is used to import

the images and their histograms are drawn with 256

characters (0–255). At the end of this phase, the

outlines of the teeth were removed from the surround-

ing tissue images (Fig. 1a).

Otsu method

The Otsu method was used to automatically perform

shape-based image thresholding histograms. This

method can separate the teeth from the surrounding

tissues based on differences in grey scales on radio-

graphs. In the Otsu method there is a histogram plot

for each picture. The teeth and surrounding tissues

have many distinct features such as colour and

intensity. The algorithm assumes that the image to

be thresholded contains two classes of pixels. The

white colour of the teeth produces one pinnacle in the

histogram. In the Otsu method, grey scales lower than

the peaks (threshold) are removed by first determining

a threshold independently. Only differences between

the white colour of the teeth and surrounding tissues

remain. The Otsu method searches for a threshold that

minimizes the intra-class variance, defined as a

weighed sum of variances of the two classes (Gonzalez

& Woods 2002).

By finding the threshold, the algorithm can separate

this threshold from other pixels on the image. In cases

in which the amounts of black and white pixels were

not in an appropriate scale and the Otsu method could

not extract the teeth from surrounding tissues,
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K-means were used. Combinations of both MATLAB

and K-means can crop the teeth from the surrounding

tissues on the basis of means of variances (Gonzalez &

Woods 2002).

K-means clustering separates the teeth and sur-

rounding tissues by differences in their colour. In the

first step an algorithm is given. In an initial set of

K-means m1
(1),…,mk

(1), the algorithm proceeds by

alternating between two steps:

Assignment step: Assign each observation to the

cluster with the closest distance.

Update step: Calculate the new means to be the

centroid of the observations in the cluster, and update

the centroid of each class (Hartigan 1975).

K-means classification was used with four classes

with four centres; teeth, borders, surrounding tissues

and empty areas around the teeth. The teeth and their

borders were combined and categorized as white. In

addition, areas around the teeth and surrounding

tissues were categorized as black. The images were

classified into four grey scale classes; black, white, dark

grey and grey by K-means. Therefore, the areas around

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

(f)
(g)

(h) (i)

(j)

(k) (l)

(m)

(n)

Figure 1 (a) The radiograph shows the tooth and the surrounding tissues; tooth images extracted from surrounding tissues with

K-means classification. (b and d) Four grades of K-means cluster. (c and e) Combination of two classes with a high level of grey

scale. White colour was used to show this class, and two other grey scales with black colour were combined to extract teeth from

surrounding tissues. (f) Determining the length of teeth by counting the pixels. Counting started from point X towards point Y. The

middle pixel was found and counting continued from the mid-pixel towards the most apical pixel (Z). (g) Schematic representation

of 2D Wavelet from image D, detail; A, approximate (g, h) Original image and coefficients of two-dimensional Wavelet form this

image. (k) Original image coefficient of wave with two stages: (i) synthesized image from decomposition coefficient; (l) modified

decomposition with Coiflets method; (m–n) flowcharts of feature extracting from radiographs and processing by artificial neural

network.
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the teeth could be eliminated. Some white islands found

in tooth images could be removed by morphological

filters (Fig. 1b–e).

Morphological filters can remove the white islands

(Gonzalez & Woods 2002). First, the opening filter

eliminates the islands. Then, closing filters can be used

to eliminate black spots inside tooth images. Thus,

tooth shapes are completely separated from other parts

of the image. Finally, tooth shapes can be obtained as

one of the features.

In the next stage, the ‘in situ’ radiographs were used

for identifying other features. Tooth lengths were

determined using ‘counting’ in MATLAB. To obtain

high-quality images, referred to as ‘detailed’ and low-

quality ones referred to as ‘approximate’, the ‘Wavelet’

in MATLAB was used. There were three features at the

end of this stage: tooth length, ad approximate and

detailed images. These features were submitted to

multi-layer Perceptron ANN.

Feature extraction

Tooth lengths

In each specimen, an attempt was made to count from

the middle pixel of teeth in the most coronal part

towards the most apical pixel. In this way, tooth

lengths could be obtained (Fig. 1f).

Two-dimensional wavelet feature

Two-dimensional Wavelet, sufficient for image process-

ing, was used to extract the shape of the image as a

feature (Antonini et al. 1992). Wavelet divided each

image into four parts. Figure 1g shows a schematic

representation of two Wavelet functions with two

decomposition processes. In this type of Wavelet, AA

shows approximation in two dimensions whilst DD

shows details of the image. AA has sufficient information

about tooth shapes, and DD keeps sufficient information

about image details. Wavelet transforms were used in

detail and approximation again (two decomposition

stages in detail and approximation). These features have

the reduced sizes and approximate shapes of the images.

Furthermore, details of images can be extracted as

another feature. Original image, decomposition of the

image and reconstructed image from coefficients can be

seen in Fig. 1h–l. For each image, these extracted

features were combined in a specific matrix of classifi-

cation with the ANN. The processing and training

flowcharts of the ANN can be seen in Fig. 1m–n.

Multi-layer perceptron (MLP)

Each of these features was classified as ‘001’, ‘010’ and

‘100’. From 50 ‘in situ’ radiographs compared to the

subtracted images imaged, 24 were categorized as

‘long’, 10 were categorized as ‘exact’ and the remaining

as ‘short’. Thirty-six of the specimens were used for

training the network. The remaining specimens were

used for testing the ANN. In the present study, a three-

layer network was used for classification. Figure 2a

depicts the performance of the neural network in 500

epochs with 0.02 error.

Briefly, the process to evaluate the reliability of the

working length was as follows:

1. A digital radiograph was taken of the tooth, with an

initial file placed at the estimated working length. The

estimated working length was then rated visually.

(a) (b)

Figure 2 (a) Training plot for 500 epoch of neural network; Error of training: 0.02. (b) False rejection rate and false acceptance

rate in different values of the threshold.
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2. The radiographic image was then processed using

the Otsu method and K-means (described briefly in the

‘Materials and methods’) to yield a high contrast image

of the tooth, with surrounding structures deleted. This

image processing removed any image of the working

length file and gave an outline only of the tooth itself.

3. The tooth length was then determined in MATLAB

by counting pixels.

4. Tooth length and approximate and detailed images

were then fed into ‘Perceptron’ and the reliability of the

working length measurement was then decided by this

system.

Results

Table 1 shows the results of testing process after

training the ANN. There was only one error amongst

50 images, which was false-rejected from the ‘short’

category and false-accepted in the ‘long’ category.

Figure 2b shows the false rejection and false accep-

tance scores for different values of the thresholds.

Randomized distribution was used. For example, for

training the network to recognize the file was short of

the minor AF, 12 teeth were used and four teeth were

used to test the ANN. For training in ‘exact’ classifica-

tion, six teeth were used for training and four to test the

ANN; for recognizing a file protruding beyond

the minor AF (long), 18 teeth were used and six to

test the ANN.

Discussion

Radiographs are indispensable in working length

determination (Williams et al. 2006). The AF cannot

be seen on radiographs; the only measuring point that

can be viewed on radiographs is the anatomic apex

(radiographic apex). Determination of the AC has

traditionally been made by digital/tactile sensation

and radiography (Seidberg et al. 1975). In young

permanent teeth with immature apices, the apical

dimension of the root canal is wider than that of the

coronal two-thirds. In these cases, the endodontic file

does not contact the apical dentinal walls of the root

canal, and the EAL reading will usually be inaccurate

(Hulsmann & Pieper 1989). Although several studies

have demonstrated that EALs can accurately determine

the working length in 75.0–96.5% of the root canals

with mature apices (Fouad et al. 1990, McDonald &

Hovland 1990, Shabahang et al. 1996, Dunlap et al.

1998), only a few reports have described the use of an

EAL in teeth with apical root resorption (Forsberg

1987, Surmont et al. 1992). Several studies have

concluded that the use of a combination of methods

to determine an appropriate working length may be

more successful than relying on just one method

(Dummer et al. 1984).

Although previous studies have shown no significant

differences in identifying the file tip in extracted teeth

compared with those integrated in a dried jaw (Olson

et al. 1991), a dried skull was used in the present study

to simulate clinical conditions. Likewise, no differences

in the results were detected in the presence of soft

tissues (gingiva and mucosa) (LeQuire et al. 1977). The

ability to use computer-based systems to delete sur-

rounding structures and isolate the tooth itself was

simpler in the present study. Considering the clinical

situation by testing real radiographs of teeth with

several structures superimposed on them, it will be

more difficult to generate similar images of maxillary

molars, for example. Further studies must focus on

resolving these shortcomings.

Examination of radiographs of 305 root canals on a

viewing box showed that the AF could be accurately

located in 82% of canals using only one radiograph per

tooth; there was no significant difference in the

alveolus of dried jaw specimens (86% flush) and

extracted teeth (78% flush) when radiographs were

evaluated under a stereomicroscope (Olson et al.

1991).

A parallel radiograph is considered accurate for

determining the location of the AF in human teeth

during root canal instrumentation (Olson et al. 1991).

A paralleling technique seems to provide a better

reproduction of the distance between the apex and a

contrasting subject (for example, a root canal instru-

ment) than the bisecting-angle technique (Forsberg

1987). However, some studies have shown that the

accurate determination or even estimation of the apical

canal constriction is not possible with radiography

because of anatomical variations or errors in projection

(Surmont et al. 1992, ElAyouti et al. 2002). An initial

file was used in the present study to determine the

Table 1 Number of teeth in each category of testing

Category

Number of

teeth in each

category Training Test

False

rejection

False

acceptation

Short 16 12 4 1 0

Tip to tip 10 6 4 0 0

Long 24 18 6 0 1

Total 50 36 14 1 1
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location of the AF in the training phase. In the test

phase the presence of the initial file contributed to

locating the AF.

Discrepancy between actual length and radiographic

length will increase significantly as the degree of

curvature increases (Kim-Park et al. 2003). In the

present study, teeth with curvatures <30� in the apical

third were selected. Such factors challenge the practi-

tioner’s clinical judgment in utilizing the two-dimen-

sional radiograph in conjunction with the apex locator

to determine the most ideal location as the end-point of

instrumentation and canal filling. In addition, owing to

shortage of input data for training, any intervention

parameters must be minimized to prevent influencing

the output value.

The teeth were classified at ·20 magnifications along

with ±0.3 mm. This classification was used for the

‘training’ phase of the ANN and owing to the learning

pattern of the ANN it was not possible to classify the

measurements in mm at this stage. This system

functions as trained initially however, if the pattern of

training is altered, it may be possible to measure these

categories in mm. Nonetheless, a larger pool of data is

needed, which might comprise at least one thousand

separate information pieces, including periapical radio-

graphs, stereomicroscopic images and opinion of endo-

dontists for training of the ANN.

The Otsu method has an acceptable speed and

accuracy in separating and cropping different objects

on an image (Gonzalez & Woods 2002). It cannot

always extract teeth from the surrounding tissues

owing to their close density, colour and grey scales.

K-means clustering is a method of cluster analysis

which tries to partition n observations (image grey

scales) into k clusters. Each observation belongs to a

cluster with the nearest mean. This method separates

the teeth and surrounding tissues by colour differences.

K-means method was used owing to its greater

accuracy (Gonzalez & Woods 2002).

The Wavelet method has many advantages in

finding detail and approximation of images (Addison

2002). Using Wavelet transform has two advantages:

Reduces the image size and extract properties and

details from the tooth image (curvature and tooth

border) (Antoine et al. 1993). Wavelet method was

used in the present study to extract the detail and

approximation of images.

Error of testing the system depends on the chosen

threshold. The number of false rejections and false

acceptances relies on choosing the threshold in accept-

ing or rejecting the picture in one category. Intersec-

tion between two curves gives the best threshold for

rejection in one category (Jin et al. 2004).

This is a preliminary study, which assessed the

suitability and feasibility of using an ANN to enhance

decision-making in locating the AF. There appear to be

two primary reasons why neural networks have not

been applied in dentistry in the past. The first reason

relates to the training requirements of the neural

network. As the ability of the ANN to identify

indications of an intrusion is completely dependent

on the accurate training of the system, the training

data and the training methods used are critical.

Second, the training routine requires very large

amounts of data to ensure that the results are

statistically accurate.

In addition, the major advantage of ANNs is their

ability to be used as an arbitrary function approxima-

tion mechanism that ‘learns’ from the observed data.

This utility is particularly useful in applications where

the complexity of the data or task makes impractical

the design of such a function by human. It should be

pointed out that ANN systems are closely dependent on

the pool of data which is used for training; therefore, if

the pool of data for training is increased, logically it

should be more accurate (Asada et al. 1990).

The preliminary results from the experimental feed-

forward neural network give a positive indication of the

potential offered by this approach, but a significant

amount of research remains ahead before it can

function as an effective detection system in endodon-

tics.

Conclusions

A simple three-layer neural network can be trained to

reliably identify the position of files in root canals with

a noninvasive method. The subtracted pictures can

help dentists categorize the location of the file tip in the

root canal with minimum error. The subtracted data

from additional radiographs are the best teacher for

ANN in the training stage. The ANN diagnosis method

can contribute to improving future diagnosis and leads

to better outcomes in working length determination by

radiography. In addition, ANN can act as a decision-

making system in various similar clinical situations.
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